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Abstract 
Let G be a finite abelian group of order n and S a sequence of 2n -  1 elements in G. For 
every g E G we study the number of the subsequences of S with sum g and length n. (~) 1999 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be an additively written finite abelian group of order n and S a sequence 
of  elements in G. For every g E G let F(S; g) denote the number of  subsequences 
of  S having sum g and length n. Various aspects of  this invariant F(S; g) have been 
studied in the literature. Most attention has been paid to the case g = 0. To begin 
with, the Erd6s-Ginzburg-Ziv theorem states: if IS I = 2n - 1, then F(S; 0)t> 1. In [2] 
Bialostocki and Lotspeich set the following conjecture: 
if G is cyclic, then 
F(S;O)~ (HS I /2 ] )+( [1S I /2 ] )  n 
In [5] Fiiredi and Kleitman and in [10] Kisin give partial positive answers to this 
conjecture. 
It was Mann who first studied F(S;g) for arbitrary g E G. In [11] he proved that, 
if G is prime cyclic, ISI = 2n-  1 and no element occurs more than n times, then 
F(S; g)~> 1 for every g E G. This result was sharpened in [6]. For related work see 
[3,12-15]. 
In this paper we consider sequences of  length 2n-  1. The following result on F(S; g) 
is the first one which holds for arbitrary finite abelian groups and for arbitrary g E G. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a finite abelian group of order n and S a sequence of elements 
in G with length ISI -- 2n - 1. Then, 
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1. F (S ;g)  = 0 or F(S;g)>~n for  every 0 ¢ g E G, 
2. F(S;O)>.n + 1 or 
S = (a , . . . ,a ,b  . . . . .  b) 
n n--I 
with a -  b generating G. 
The following examples how that the above inequalities cannot be improved. 
Let G be the cyclic group of  order n. I f  
S = (0, . . . ,0,1 . . . . .  1 , -1 )  
n--1 n--1 
then F(S; - 1)  = n. If 
S : (0, . . . ,0,  1 . . . . .  1) 
n+l n--2 
then F(S; O) = n + 1. 
The method, which we use in the proof of Theorem 1, can be applied to the conjec- 
ture of  Bialostocki and Lotspeich. It can be shown that it holds true for IS I < 5/2n. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let G be a finite abelian group and S = (at . . . . .  ak) a sequence of elements in G. 
We define the set ~-~'~(S) by 
Z(S)={a i ,  + . . .+a i ,  I I~<il < " "  < il<~k}. 
We say S is a zero sequence if ~-']~= i ai = 0. In particular, we regard the empty sequence 
as a zero sequence. We use f (S )  to denote the number of zero subsequences of  S. 
Clearly, f(S)>~ 1. We say S zero free i f0  ~ ~(S)  (i.e. f (S )  = 1). Let T = (bl . . . . .  bt) 
be a sequence of elements in G, by ST we denote the sequence (al . . . . .  ak, bl . . . . .  bl). 
I f  U is a subsequence of S, by SU-  l we denote the subsequence V such that UV = S. 
For m~> 1, let Pm denote the symmetric group on {1 . . . . .  m}. 
Let Cn be the cyclic group of order n. Let S = (al . . . . .  am) and T = (bl . . . . .  bin) be 
two sequences of  elements in Cn with the same size. We say S is similiar to T if there 
exist an integer c prime to n and 6 E Pm such that ai = cb,~(i) holds for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Denote it by S -~ T. Clearly, '_~' is an equivalence relation. 
For any x E C~, we use Ixl to denote the least nonnegative inverse image o fx  under 
the natural homomorphism from the additive group of  integers onto Cn. 
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Lemma 1. Let 1 <~k <~[n/4] + 1 and S a sequence of  elements in Cn. 
1. I f  f (S )  < 2 Isl-n+k+l, then 
S ~- (1 . . . . .  1 , -1  . . . . .  --1,Xl . . . . .  XIsl+2k-l-n), 
H U 
where u>/v>~O,u + v = n - 2k + 1 [8, Theorem 1]. 
2. I f  S is zero free and IS[ = n - k, then 
S-~ (1 . . . . .  1,xl . . . . .  xk 1), 
n- -2k+l  
where all xi # 0 and ~ik=l 1 [xi] ~2k - 2 [9, Lemma 21. 
3. If  ISI >~n- k and every subsequence IT[ o f  S with ITI = n-  k is zero free, then 
S ~- (1 . . . . .  1 ,X l , . . . ,Xk- I ) ,  
ISl-k+a 
where all xi ¢ 0 and ~- l  I ]xi] <~2k - 2. 
Proof  3. By 2 we may assume that 
S = (1 . . . . .  1,yl  . . . . .  Yr) 
1 
with l >~ n - 2k + 1 and yi ~ 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  r. 
I f  r >/k, let 
T = (1 . . . . .  1,yl . . . . .  yk), 
n--2k 
note that k < n -  2k + 1, it fol lows from 2 that 0 C ~(T) ,  a contradiction. Therefore, 
r ~<k-  1, now apply 2 to the sequence 
( 1 . . . . .  1 ,Y l  . . . . .  Yr) 
n--2kA k-r  
we get, there exists a integer c such that (c ,n)  = 1 and 
( c . . . . .  c ,cyl . . . . .  cyr) = (1 . . . . .  1 ,x l , . . .  ,xk- I  ) 
n-2k+k--r n-2k+l  
(with suitable arrangement), note that k < n - 2k + 1, we must have, c = 1 and the 
lemma follows. [] 
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Proposition 2. Let n >t 8, and let S be a sequence o f  n - 1 nonzero elements in Cn. 
I f  f (S )  < n + 1, then S is similiar to one o f  the following sequences. 
(1 , . . . ,  l , -  1), (1 , . . . ,  1 ,2 , -  1), ( l  . . . . .  1 ,3 , -1 ) ,  
n--2 n--3 n--3 
(1 , . . . ,  1 ,2 ,2 , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1),(1 . . . . .  1, 2), (1 . . . . .  1,3), (1 . . . . .  1,2,2). 
n--4 n-- I  n--2 n--2 n--3 
Proof. We first suppose that n~>22. Put k = [ (n -  2)/4], then 
2 [SI-n+k+l = 2 k > n + 1 > f (S ) ,  
it follows from Lemma 1 that 
S ~ (1 . . . . .  1,--1 . . . . .  - -1 ,  X 1 . . . . .  X2k--2) ,
/g l l  
where u/> v i> O, u + v = n - 2k + 1 and all xi # O. 
I f  v 1> 2, then 
. . . . .  1 1  . . . . .  
~ ,  ~ v 2 x . / x .  / 
U t~ 
a contradiction. Therefore, v ~< 1. 
I f  v = 1, then 
>n+l ,  
n >f f (S )>~f( (1  . . . . .  1 , -1 ) )  
n--2k 
+f( (1 , . . . ,  1,Xl . . . . .  X2k-2)) -- 1 
n-2k 
= n - 2k + f ( (1  . . . . .  1,Xl . . . .  ,X2k - -2 ) ) ,  
n--2k 
therefore 
f ( (1  . . . . .  1,xi . . . . .  x2k_2))~<2k < n/2. 
n-2k 
This forces that 
Z ( (x l  . . . . .  x2k-2)) fq {2k + 1 . . . . .  n - 1} = 0, 
hence 
(1) 
1 ~< Ixil < 2k for i = 1 . . . . .  2k - 2 
and 
2<1xl l  + Ix21 = Ix1 +x2l  <<.4k<<.n -2 .  
It follows 
IXll 
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from (1) that 
+ Ix2l = Ixl +x2l<~2k; 
continuing the same process we get 
2k-2 12k-2 I 
~-~ ]Xiln = ~-~ xil~2k, 
g=l i=l 
which implies that (xl . . . . .  X2k_2) is one of the following sequences: 
(1 . . . . .  1),(1 . . . .  ,1 ,2 ) , (1  . . . .  ,1 ,3 ) , (1  . . . . .  1 ,2 ,2) .  
2k-2 2k--3 2k-3 2k-4 
Therefore, S is similiar to one of the following sequences: 
(1 . . . . .  l , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1 ,2 , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1 ,3 , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1 ,2 ,2 , -1 ) .  
n--2 n--3 n--3 n--4 
I f  v = O, then 
S ~- (1 . . . . .  1,xl . . . . .  x2k-2), 
n--2k+l 
we may assume that all xi ~ -1 ,  for otherwise it reduces to the case v = 1. 
Since f(S)<~n, we have 
~--~((xl . . . . .  x2k-2)) fq {2k + 1 . . . . .  n - 2} = 0, 
but all xi ~ -1 ,  therefore 
l~<[xgln~<2k for i=  1 . . . . .  2k -2 ;  
and similiarly by the proof of the case v = 1, one can get 
2k-2 2k-2 [ 
and S is similiar to one of the following sequences: 
(1 . . . . .  1),(1 . . . . .  1,2),(1 . . . .  ,1,3),(1 . . . .  ,1,2,2).  
n--1 n--2 n--2 n--3 
This proves the proposition for n/> 22. [] 
131 
Lemma 3 (Olson [12]). Let S be a sequence of n - 1 elements in a finite abelian 
noncyclic group G of  order n, then f(S)>12 n/2-1. 
For 8~<n~<21, one can prove the proposition by modifying the proof of  n~>22 and 
we omit the detail here. 
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Lemma 4. Let (al . . . . .  am) and (bl , . . . ,bm) be two subsequences o f  elements in Cn. 
Suppose no element occurs more than m times in (al , . . . ,am,bl . . . . .  bm). Then, there 
exists an arangement b' l. . . . .  b~ of  bl . . . . .  bm such that ai -- bl ~ 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Proof. One can prove it easily by induction on m or obtain it as an easy consequence 
of  Hall's theorem on SDR. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 1. We first suppose that n~>23. Let 9 E G. I f F (S ;9 )  : 0, then 
by Erd6s-Ginzburg-Ziv theorem, 9 ~ 0 and we are done. So we may assume that 
F(S; 9)/> 1. Furthermore, we may assume that 
1 <.F(S;g)<~n. 
By rearranging the subscripts we assume that 
with 
S=(a l  . . . . .  an, b1 . . . . .  bn- l )  
$7=al + ' "Wan.  
Let 6 E Pn-l .  Define D~ to be the sequence (cl . . . . .  cn-l), where ci = ai - b6(i) for 
i - -1  . . . . .  n -1 .  
Let (ci, . . . . .  ci~) be a subsequence of D6 with ci, + . . .  + cit = 0, then (at . . . . .  an) 
(ai, . . . . .  ai~)-l(b6(i,) . . . . .  b~(it) ) is a sequence with sum 9 and length n. This implies that 
n >i F(S; 9) >t f (Oa)  (2) 
holds for any 6 E Pn- i .  
I f  G is not cyclic, then by Lemma 3 we have 
f(D~,)>~2 n/z-I > n+ I > F(S;9) ,  
a contradiction. Therefore, we may assume that 
G=C, .  
For any sequence W of elements in Cn and any a E Cn, we use W(a) to denote the 
number of  the times that a occurs in W. Suppose W = (dr . . . . .  dh), for every b E Cn, 
define b + W =(d l  + b, . . . ,dh + b). Let x C Cn such that S(x)=maxycco{S(y)} .  
Clearly, F(S; g) = F ( -x  + S; #), so we may assume that x = 0. 
Claim. 
S(O)>>.n - 7. 
Assume to the contrary that, S(O)<~n-  8, then by the maximality of  S(0), 
S(y)<~n-8  < n holds for every y E Cn. By Lemma 4 one can find a 6 E Pn-I 
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such that, ai - b6(i) 7 L 0 for i = 1 . . . . .  n -- 1. By (2) and Proposition 2 we may assume 
that (a~ -ba~l  . . . . .  an-i -ba( . - l ) )  is one of  the following sequences: 
(1 . . . . .  1 , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1 ,2 , -  1) , (1 , . . . ,  1 ,3 , -1 ) ,  
n- -2  n - -3  n - -3  
(1 . . . . .  1 ,2 ,2 , -1 ) , (1  . . . . .  1),(1 . . . . .  1,2),(1 . . . . .  1,3),(1 . . . . .  1,2,2). 
n- -4  n - I  n - -2  n 2 n - -3  
Without loss of generality, we may assume that flU) = i for i = 1 . . . .  ,n - 1 and that 
an-3 -- b,-3 = an-2 - bn-2 = an--I -- bn-1 = 1. (3) 
I f  there are two subsets {i l , i2 , i3 , i4},{ j l , j2 , j3 , j4} of  {1 . . . . .  n - 4} such that, 
aik -- bik 7 & 0, 1 for k = 1,2, 3, 4. By rearranging the subscripts we may assume that, 
an-7+i -bn-7+i ~ 0,1 for i = 0,1,2,3.  (4) 
Note that S(y)<~S(O)<~n - 8 holds for every y E C,. By Lemma 4 one can 
find a ~ E P , -1  such that r( i )  = i for i = n -7  . . . . .  n -  1 and a i -b r ( i )  ~ 0 for 
i = 1 . . . . .  n - 8. Now by (3), (4) and Proposition 2 we have f(D~)>~n + 1, a con- 
tradiction to (2). Therefore, by rearranging the subscripts we may assume that 
ai - b~ = 0,1 holds for every pair of  1 <~i,j<~n - 7, but this forces that al -- a2 . . . .  
= an-7 or bl = b2 . . . .  bn-7, a contradiction. This proves the claim. [] 
Set l = S(0).  By rearranging the subcripts we may assume that 
S = (al . . . . .  an - r ,0  . . . . .  0, bl . . . . .  b , - I - t+, -  0 . . . . .  0), 
r / r 
with g = al + ' "  +a, - r ,  all ai, bj ~ 0 and O<<.r<~l. 
I f  2<~r<<.l- 2, then 
r J  k, 2 )  n2  >n,  
a contradiction. Therefore 
r=0,1  . . . . .  I -1 ,  o r / .  
I f  l>-n + 1, we clearly have, F(S;g)>~n + 1, a contradiction. If l = n and g ¢ 0, 
then r < l and F(S;g)>~I = n; if  l = n and g = 0, then either F(S;O)>.n + 1 or 
r = n and 0 ~ Y~.(bl . . . . .  b , - i ) ,  and the theorem follows from Lemma 1. So we may 
assume that 
n-7~l~n- -1 .  
We distinguish four cases. 
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Case 1: r = 0. We assert that 
l>>.n- 3. 
I t Since l<<.n- 1, there exists an arrangement b 1 . . . . .  bn_ I of  bl . . . . .  bn - l - t ,0 , . . . ,0  such 
l 
! I / that, a i -  b i ~ O, by (2) and Proposition 2 we may assume that (a l -  b I . . . . .  an -1 -bn_  l) 
is one of the following sequences: 
(1 . . . . .  1 , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1 ,2 , -  1), (1 . . . . .  1 ,3 , -1) ,  
n--2 n--3 n--3 
(1 . . . . .  1 ,2 ,2 , -1) , (1  . . . . .  1),(1 . . . . .  1,2),(1 . . . . .  1,3),(1 . . . . .  1,2,2). 
n--4 n-- l  n--2 n--2 n--3 
Therefore, there are at least (n - 4) - (n - 1 - I) = l - 3 of  ai are 1. 
I f  l<<,n-4, then we may assume that an-i ~ 1 for i = 0,1,2,3, and we can find an 
arrangement b'l', . . . . . .  , b'~'_ l of b l, , bn- l - t ,  0, . . . ,  0 such that b"n_, = 0 for i = 0, l, 2, 3 
l 
II and such that ai - b~' ~ 0 for i = I . . . . .  n - 4, but an-i - bn_  i = an- i  ~ 0, 1 for i = 
0,1,2,3 and there are at least ( l -3 ) -4 - (n - l -  1) = 2 l -n -6>~2n-  14-n -6>~3 
of a i - -  b~' are 1, a contradiction to (2) and Proposition 2. This proves the assertion. 
I f  there is a zero subsequence T of  (a l , . . . ,  an) with 2 ~<ITI ~ l -  2, then the sum of 
the sequenece 
(al . . . . .  an)T- l (O . . . . .  O) 
Irl 
is 9, therefore, 
l n -7 )  >n,  
a contradiction. Therefore, for every subsequence T of  (al . . . . .  an) with I Tf - - / -  2 we 
have, 0 ~ ~(T) .  By Lemma I, we may assume that 
(at . . . . .  an) = (1 . . . . .  1,xl . . . . .  xn-t+l ) 
/--1 
,~"~n--l + l 
witha l lx i~Oand z..,i= t I x i l<<.2(n - l+ l ) .  
Note that there exists at most one of xi is 1, we have, 1 + 2(n -  1)~< x-'n-l+1 z_.,i=l ]xil <~ 
2(n - l + 1 ). Therefore, 
n- - l+ l  
2n- l~<l+. . .+ l+ ~ I x i l<~2n- l+ l .  
/--YI i=1 
Hence, n-  l<<.lol ~<n-  l + 1, this together with 
9=1+. . .+1+0+. . .+0 
I~ n-101 
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shows that 
Igl n-Igl > n, 
a contradiction. 
Case 2: r = 1. Then, g = al + ... + an-I q-O. By the similiar arguments in 
Case 1 we may assume that there are at least 1 - 4 of a l , . . . ,a , - i  are 1, and in 
a similiar way to the proof in Case 1 we can show that 
n-4<~l<~n-  1. 
I f  there exists a zero subsequence T of  al , . . . ,an- i  with 2~<[T[ ~<l -  2, then 
( ')( ')  
F(S;g)>~ I T I+ I  + 1 >n, 
a contradiction. Similiarly to Case 1 one may assume that 
(al . . . . .  a , - i  ) = (1,. . . ,  1,xl . . . . .  x, - i+l )  
/-2 
~-~n--I+l with all xi ¢ 0 and z_~i=l [xi[<~2(n - l + 1). 
Since there are at most two of xi are 1, we have 
n--I+l 
2+2(n-  l -  1)~< Z Ixil~<Z(n- l+ 1) 
i=  I 
I f  Ibtl ~< l - 2, then 
g= l + . . .+  l +x l  + . . . + x , _ t+ l  
l--2 
=b,  +1 +. . .+  l+x ,  +" .+x ,_ l+ ,  +0+'"+0 
t-2~ Ib, I I,',"~1 
implies 
F(S ;g )~I  + l _  2_  lbll Ib~l >n,  
a contradiction. Therefore, Ibll >~ l - 1 > 2(n - 1 + 1) ~> ~--,,-/+l 
~"~n--l+l ~"~n--I+l 
I f  l~<lbl I - z_.,i=l Ixi[<~l- 1 - (n -  1) and l -2 -  Ibll +L_~i=I Ixi[>~l, then 
t~_2 
=hi+ 1+. . .+1. .  + ,0++° 
Y Y 
,-i-i~, I+~:~ '+' ix, i ,-,-,-L~, I+~:~ TM Ixil) 
(s) 
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implies F(S; g) i> l - 2 + I > n, contradiction. Therefore, either 
n--l+l 





l~<[b l [ -  Z [x i [<~l - l - (n - l )  and l -2 - [b l [+  ~ [xi[~<O (7) 
i=1 i~l  
~'~n--l+l but (5) and (6) imply [bl [ ~> z~/=l [x i [+ l - l - (n - l )+ l>~2+2(n- l -1 )+ l -1 -  
(n - l )+  1 = n, a contradiction. So we have (7), this forces that g = bl ~ O, l = n - 1, 
and F(S; g) >i 1 + l = n. 
Case 3: r = I. 
g = at + . . .an - /+0+. . .  +0 .  
7 
I f  there exists a zero subsequence T of  (bl . . . . .  bn-t)  with 2~< IT[ ~< l, then 
(al . . . . .  a,_l)T(O .. . . .  O) 
l-lrl 
has sum g and length n, we have F(S;g)>>-n + 1 or it reduces to Case 1 or Case 2. 
Therefore, for every subsequence T of (bl . . . . .  b,-1 ) with IT[ = l we have, 0 ~ ~(T) ,  
and by Lemma 1 we may assume that 
(bl . . . . .  b ,_ l )  = (1 . . . . .  1,xl . . . . .  x,_/ l) 
l 
Now we consider -1  + S instead of S and it reduces to Case 1. 
Case 4: r= l -1 .  
g = al + . . .+a , - l+ l  +0+. . .+0.  
1Z1 
Similiarly to the proof in Case 3 one can prove that every sequence T of (bl . . . . .  bn-2) 
with IT[ = l - 1 satisfies 0 ~ ~(T)  and we may assume that 
(b l  . . . . .  b,-2)  ----- (1  . . . . .  1 ,X l  . . . . .  Xn-l)  
/ -2  
with all xj • 0 and ~i~-l / [xi[ ~<2(n - l). 
I f  al = 1, then F(S;g)>.( I -  2)l > n, a contradiction. Therefore, 
1a11>~2. 
If  2~<[al ]~</-2,  then 
g = 1 +. . .  + l+a2 -+-... + a~-t+l +0+ .. .  +0 ,  
la, I l-la, I 
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so we have F(S; g) > n a contradiction. Therefore, Jail/> 1 - 2, hence, 
7l - -  [ 
l a11>~1-2  > ~ Ix, L- 
i=1  
If 1 ~ la l l  - Ei\-~' Ix, I ~<t - (n - t) -- 2t - n, then 
9 =- l+ . . .+ l+a2+. . .+a ,_ ,+,+x,+. . .+x , , _ /+  0+. . .+0 
y v 
io, t-ETa,' t~,l :~-,-~o, t+E;L '  i~,l 
Therefore F(S; 9) > n or it reduces to Case 1 or Case 2. Hence, 
t? l 
lal I~ > ~ Ixil + 21 - n + 1. (8) 
i=1 
I f  there are two of  xi are 1, then we consider - 1 + S instead of  S and it reduces to 
Case 2. Otherwise, at most one ofxi is 1, we derive that, ~i~-l z Ixil >/1 +2(n  - 1 -1 )  ---- 
2n-2 l -1 ,  it follows from (8) that lal[>~2n-21-1 +2/ -n+ 1 = n, a contradiction. 
For 8~<n~<22. We can modify the proof of  n>~23 to prove the theorem and we 
omit it here. For n = 2, 3, 5, 7, the theorem reduces to the main result of  [6]. For 
n = 1, trivial. For n -- 4, 6, we have checked the theorem directly. Now the proof is 
completed. 
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